Dinosaurs: The Whole Truth

Children’s Art and Science Workshops 
by Visual Manna and CSA

In October, Tom, Penny, David and Josh Willis of CSA, joined nationally popular art teachers Rich, Sharon and Joshua Jeffus of Visual Manna, to provide four fun and memorable workshops for children. The Workshops included Five Dinosaur and Fossil Craft Projects for Children (by Visual Manna); and Five Important, Short Lessons for Children on Science, Fossils, Evolution and Dinosaurs (by the Willis'). Response was a bit surprising. We planned to accommodate only 30 children each in two workshops, but demand was so overwhelming, we expanded to 4 workshops with 227 kids plus about 50 moms and dads.

Dinosaur Workshops Again in 1999

Agenda:
- All About Fossils, Are Scientists Always Right? -- CSA 
- Let's Make a Fossil -- VM
- When Did Dinosaurs Live? -- CSA
- Drawing Dinosaurs - Tromp d'oel -- VM
- Looking through a window back in time! Dinosaur in "Science" versus Dinosaurs in History -- CSA
- Let's Make A T-Rex? -- VM
- The Coelacanth (fish) Wollemi Pine and Plesiosaur -- CSA
- Drawing Fish and Fossils -- VM
- Using Spoons, Forks and Insects in Amber to defeat the science of evolution - CSA
- Insects in Amber Art Project -- VM
- Noah's Ark: History or Myth? -- CSA
- Using 1-Point Perspective to Illustrate the Reality of Noah's Ark -- VM

Where: The Berry Patch, 22509 State Line Rd.

Cost: $18.00 (1st child), $13 per additional child in the family, maximum $38.00 per family for the kids. Moms & Dads are encouraged to stay, but we need to know in advance.

Dates: March 10, 11, 12, or 13, 1999, 9:00AM-3:30PM. Call (816) 618-3610 soon to reserve space on one of these dates. Detailed enrollment forms with dates, map and other instructions will be sent to those with reservations.

Squaw Creek Safari

Only about 18 attended this year's Family Creation Safari at Squaw Creek. But, the weather was beautiful and the Lord blessed us with 260,000 waterfowl, 60 Bald Eagles and many deer. Those who attended learned lots about geology and fossils, and everyone brought some home. They also learned what not one person in ten million knows: Why are redbirds red, pheasants brown, and geese migratory? Do you know?

Family Creation Safaris for 1999 will be announced in February (March/April CSA News). Call or write for "1999 Safari Detail Booklet"